


Multi-wavelength astronomy



Radio Astronomy
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Nobel prizes in astronomy 
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Radio Receivers

Sensitivity or radiometre 
Equation:

 ΔT =
Tsys
BFτ0

Pradio_source = S Aeff = k T 
(watts/Hz)

Gain (G) of radio system 
= T / S (Kelvins/Jy)

GArecibo = 11 K/Jy 
GGMRT = 9 K/Jy or 1.8 K/Jy
GGBT = 2 K/Jy
GEffelsburg = 1.5 K/Jy
GParkes = 0.74 K/Jy



Receiver noise temperature



Radio Interferometers
Interference fringe patterns
 

Diffraction limit of a telescope = 1.22 λ/D
 

τ = b/C Sin(θ) 
dτ/dt = b/C Cos(θ) dθ/dt 

Interferometer measures the spatial 
coherence function of the incident electric 
field

Signals arrive at Correlator from different 
Antennas have different propagation and 
instrumental delay. 



NCRA-TIFR entry points
NCRA has 20 faculty, 35 PhD and IntPhD students and 10 post-docs

Joint Entrance Screening Test (JEST): written test followed by interview at TIFR, 
Mumbai in (advt in Nov and exam in Feb)

IUCAA-NCRA Admission Test (INAT): written test followed by interview at NCRA/
IUCAA, Pune (advt in Aug and exam in Dec)

TIFR Entrance Test: written test followed by interview at TIFR, Mumbai (advt in Sep 
and exam in Dec)

Visiting Student Research Program (VSRP): Research project in May-June; project 
evaluation followed by interview for pre-selection for PhD

Radio Astronomy Winter School (RAWs): @ Radio Physics Lab for under-grads to get 
hands on exposures in radio astronomy in 10 days

Radio Astronomy School (RAS):  2 weeks intensive training for doc and post-doc 
researchers in astronomy



GMRT archive and proposal system
Archive for getting access to radio data from the GMRT

How to submit a proposal for GMRT observations? 

Link: naps.ncra.tifr.res.in

Proposal: Regular (@ 15th Jan for April-Sep and @ 15th July for Oct to Mar)

                DDT at anytime



Preparing for observing/proposing
Current spec: http://www.gmrt.ncra.tifr.res.in/gmrt_hpage/Users/doc/GMRT-specs.pdf

Source Rise-Set time calculator: http://gmrt.ncra.tifr.res.in/~astrosupp/obs_setup/
rst.html

During observations: Antenna positions (
http://gmrt.ncra.tifr.res.in/~astrosupp/gmrtmon/ondisp/ondisp.html)

Antennas data quality (http://gmrt.ncra.tifr.res.in/~astrosupp/gsbmon/gsbmon.html)



Paper archives
NASA ADS (http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abstract_service.html)

Astro-ph (https://arxiv.org/find/astro-ph)



Misc. tools
Coordinate transformation (http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/forms/calculator.html)

Galactic electron density model (http://119.78.162.254/dmodel/index.php)

Numerical programming with GNU Octave (
https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/about.html)

Plotting with GNUPLOT (http://www.gnuplot.info/)

FITS image display using ds9 (http://ds9.si.edu/site/Home.html) 

Simulation of FT and interfemeter using Octave 
(ftp://wm.ncra.tifr.res.in/jroy/IAS_Summer_2018/ )


